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VOLUNTEER LETTER

TRASH TALK FOR AUGUST
Catches Of The Day: A message in a bottle (from Starbucks), a kite, a bicycle, an empty
container that formerly held human ashes (no name remaining), an auto starter motor, a jacket
and lots of homeless trash. But mostly it was trash. The vital statistics:
•

13 of 31 days
• 49 people.
• 2,020 pounds
• 51 bags.
Some of this trash was caught in July but not delivered to the landfill until August, thus explaining why we had over 1,000 pounds in a month without rain.
David holds one of the aeration diffuser
heads deployed in April to see if it would
be clogged by barnacles, mussels and other
underwater growth. It wasn’t.
Note bubbles from other diffusers.

The four month pilot project has been
a success. A decision on a lake-wide
system is pending.
The system would mix the oxygen rich
upper layer with the oxygen deficient
lower layer, thus solving the oxygen
problem.
VOLUNTEERS OF THE MONTH = New students from Holy Names University. Ten
freshman and staff pitched in to clean Lake Merritt as part of their Oakland orientation. The
day began with our educational presentation so that everyone would know where the trash
comes from, and what to do about it. Later, it was lunch at El Embarcadero, and strawberries
with cream (a tradition from when the first sisters arrived to found the school on the shores of
Lake Merritt). As with most volunteers, a good time was had by all.
THE IMPORTANCE OF IT ALL: Think your volunteer work in removing urban runoff is not
important? Think again, and consider that nearly half of the brown bullhead catfish in
Washington, D.C.’s Anacostia River have liver cancer. Then consider that about 20% of the
Chesapeake Bay (an estuary similar to Lake Merritt) is a deepwater dead zone. We have a dead
zone too, and it would be even larger if the trash were not removed on a regular basis.
This edition of the Volunteer Letter was published entirely with private funding donated to the Lake Merritt Institute.
Not a member? Join the Institute and support your Lake!

